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Biological standard
state (H+ 1x10-7M)

Why are these more 
negative ??
(use LeChatelier)

Why is this 0?

reactions less 
spontaneous at pH 
7, if H+ on left

Notice where Na metal
silver,  O2 and F2 are in
table

All electrons from H2
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Actual chemical reaction:
Cu++(aq) + H2(g)Cu(s) + 2H+(aq)
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Remember:  Watch the electrons as the reaction is written
Note that the electrons are on the Reduced species
ALWAYS on the RIGHT in Reduction tables

Because intensive
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Note that the eletrons are on the Reduced species
ALWAYS on the RIGHT in Reduction tables,
so take the final – initial (as always)
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True but irrelevant at this stage!

Is this correct?

should be NADP+/NADH

only true at pH7; a poor way to think
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Read the following critique of this example CAREFULLY

Critique:
The problem with this example  is that it gives the 
impression that to find ξ0’ requires balancing the equation
(which includes balancing the  electrons). 

You do NOT need to have balanced electrons to find ξ0’

for the reaction. (That’s the beauty of using ξ0’ !

Here is a better way to say it:
To make the two half reactions eventually add to the
desired equation, one of them must be reversed.

(1) Reverse the sign on ξ0’ for the reaction that is reversed
and add the two ξ0’ values.   In other words, the reaction
ξ0’ is given by:        ξ0’ =  ξ0’

NOTreversed - ξ0’
reversed

i.e., subtract the reversed one from the NOT-reversed one. 
No balancing needed because ξ0’ is INTENSIVE.

However, I recommend this: (which is EXACTLY the SAME)
Identify where the electrons are initially (NADPH) and finally
(GSH).  The reaction ξ0’ is given by:  

ξ0’ =  ξ0’
Final - ξ0’

Initial
=  -0.240 – (-0.339)  = +0.099

(2) Balancing is a separate issue: If the two half reactions 
have different numbers of electrons, multiply the two reactions
by different  numbers so that the electrons cancel  and so
that the moles  of one of the reactants is what you want,
and then add the reactions.  Make sure the electrons cancel.
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